NERF FORTNITE FAN MEDIA DAY 2020 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
NERF FORTNITE GL ROCKET FIRING BLASTER
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $59.99/Available: 8/1/2020)
Take on the competition with the big, bold firepower of the NERF FORTNITE GL blaster! The NERF FORTNITE GL blaster is
inspired by the one used in FORTNITE, replicating the look of the one from the popular video game. The GL blaster fires
big foam NERF rockets for big battling action! It has a rotating drum that holds up to 6 rockets and fires 1 rocket at a
time as you manually move the handle. Push the handle all the way forward -- the drum rotates to place a rocket in
firing position. Pull the handle all the way back to launch the rocket at your target. To blast another rocket, move the
handle forward and backward again. Includes 6 Official NERF rockets, enough to fully load the drum. Eyewear
recommended (not included). Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF FORTNITE BASR-L BOLT ACTION CLIP FED BLASTER
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $39.99/Available: 6/1/2020)
The BASR-L blaster is inspired by the one used in FORTNITE, capturing the look of the one from the popular video game.
The BASR-L blaster features bolt-action, clip-fed blasting and includes a 6-dart clip and 12 Official NERF ELITE darts. Use
the removable scope to help with aiming -- look through the scope and line up the crosshairs on your target. To get
blasting, load 6 darts into the clip, insert the clip into the blaster, and pull the bolt backward and forward to prime the
blaster for firing. Then line up your shot and press the trigger to unleash a dart at your target. To fire another dart, move
the bolt backward and forward, and press the trigger. Official NERF darts are made of foam and are tested and approved
for performance and quality. No batteries required. Eyewear recommended (not included). Available at most major toy
retailers nationwide.
NERF FORTNITE SR BLASTER
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Fall 2020)
The NERF FORTNITE SR blaster is inspired by the one used in Fortnite, capturing the look of the one from the popular
video game. The SR blaster features 4-dart hammer action so you can fire 4 darts in a row. Take aim at your target and
press the trigger to unleash 1 dart. To launch another dart, pull back the hammer, and press the trigger. Use the
removable scope to help you line up your shot. The NERF FORTNITE SR blaster comes with 8 NERF FORTNITE ELITE darts,
enough to fully load the blaster, with 4 darts for backup firepower when it's time to reload. Official NERF darts are made
of foam and are tested and approved for performance and quality. No batteries required. Eyewear recommended (not
included). Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF FORTNITE AR-RIPPLEY BLASTER
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $49.99/Available: Fall 2020)
The NERF FORTNITE AR-RIPPLEY blaster is inspired by the Rippley wrap in Fortnite, capturing the look of the wrap from
the popular video game! This NERF blaster features motorized dart blasting -- hold down the acceleration button to
power up the motor and press the trigger to fire 1 dart. Press the trigger again to launch another dart. It comes with a
10-dart clip and 20 Official NERF FORTNITE ELITE darts, enough to fully load the clip with 10 back-up darts for reloading.
Flip up the two sights on the top of the blaster to align your shot. Official NERF foam darts are tested and approved for
performance and quality. Batteries required and eyewear recommended (not included).
NERF FORTNITE RL-RIPPLEY BLASTER
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $29.99/Available: Fall 2020)
Show the competition that you’re in to win with the rocket-firing NERF FORTNITE RL-RIPPLEY blaster! The NERF
FORTNITE RL-RIPPLEY Blaster is inspired by the Rippley wrap in Fortnite, capturing the look of the wrap from the popular
video game! It fires one fort-wrecking rocket at a time and gets you playing fast: load a rocket into the front of the
barrel, grasp the handle and push it forward to extend the barrel, then pull the handle back to send the rocket blasting
into the air. It comes with 2 NERF FORTNITE foam rockets that are tested and approved for performance and quality. No
batteries needed. Eyewear recommended (not included).

NERF FORTNITE SP-RIPPLEY BLASTER
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Fall 2020)
The NERF FORTNITE SP-RIPPLEY Blaster is inspired by the Rippley wrap in Fortnite, capturing the look of the wrap from
the popular video game! Attach the detachable barrel for distance targeting; remove the barrel when you need a more
compact look for smaller play areas or when you need to move fast and stay mobile. The FORTNITE SP-RIPPLEY blaster
has an internal clip with a 3-dart capacity, so you can load 3 darts in a row before it’s time to reload. Insert 3 darts,
prime, and pull the trigger to fire. It comes with 6 Official NERF FORTNITE ELITE darts that tested and approved for
performance and quality. Includes: blaster, 6 darts, and instructions. Hand-powered, no batteries required. Eyewear
recommended (not included).
NERF MICROSHOTS HALO SPNKR Blaster
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: 10/1/2020)
Blast into big fun with this micro-size HALO blaster that captures the look of the SPNKR blaster used by the UNSC in the
popular HALO video game series. This miniature-sized blaster is easy to carry and just right for indoor battles. The micro
style makes it a collectible addition to any NERF and HALO collection. This single-shot NERF MICROSHOTS HALO blaster
fires one dart at a time with hand-powered action (no batteries required). Get blasting fast: Load 1 dart into the front of
the blaster, pull down the handle to prime, and press the trigger to fire. It’s a great gift for HALO fans and NERF battlers
and collectors. Includes 2 Official NERF ELITE foam darts that are tested and approved for performance and quality.
Eyewear recommended (not included). Includes blaster and 2 darts. Available at most major retailers nationwide.
NERF MICROSHOTS HALO NEEDLER Blaster
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: 10/1/2020)
Blast into big fun with this micro-size HALO blaster that captures the look of the NEEDLER blaster used by the UNSC in
the popular HALO video game series. This miniature-sized blaster is easy to carry and just right for indoor battles. The
micro style makes it a collectible addition to any NERF and HALO collection. This single-shot NERF MICROSHOTS HALO
blaster fires one dart at a time with hand-powered action (no batteries required). Get blasting fast: Load one dart into
the front of the blaster, pull down the handle to prime, and press the trigger to fire. It’s a great gift for HALO fans and
NERF battlers and collectors. Includes 2 Official NERF ELITE foam darts that are tested and approved for performance
and quality. Eyewear recommended (not included). Includes blaster and 2 darts. Available at most major retailers
nationwide.
NERF HALO MA40 Blaster
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $49.99/Available: 10/1/2020)
The NERF HALO MA40 blaster is inspired by the one in HALO Infinite, capturing the look of the blaster from the next
chapter in this legendary video game franchise! Imagine yourself as the Master Chief and go into battle against the
Brutes! Challenge opponents with this motorized, clip-fed blaster that unleashes 10 darts in a row. The blaster comes
with a removable, 10-dart clip and 10 Official Nerf darts, enough to fully load the clip. To start playing, hold down the
acceleration button to power up the blaster's motor, then press the trigger to fire one dart. Press the trigger again to fire
another dart. It comes with a rail riser that attaches to the blaster's tactical rail, allowing you to attach NERF accessories
to customize the blaster (accessories not included). Includes an exclusive digital in-game item. Eyewear recommended
(not included). Includes: blaster, bolt, rail riser, module attachment, clip, 10 darts, and instructions. Requires 4 “C”
batteries (not included). Available at most major retailers nationwide.
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